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MEN OF WHISKEY RIVER Rory Mannion: An 1890s
gunslinger turned marshal. A lone wolf, he doesn't
need anyone's help—especially not a woman's.
Jessica Ingersoll:A very 1990s woman and Whiskey
River's county attorney. Used to being in control of
any situation—or man. Whiskey River is known for its
unusual occurrences, but when Jessica rescues a
wounded man who claims he is on a mission to
avenge a murder over a hundred years old, well, it is
a little much! The rough and rugged lawman is unlike
any man she's ever met. Jessica fears she is falling
in love, especially when Rory awakens memories of
a life and love they shared once before. Once Rory
has his vengeance, however, do they have a future?
Come and be spellbound…
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter
has enthralled thousands of readers with her Lords
of the Underworld series. Discover a new side to the
saga with this novella, The Darkest Prison. Once,
Atlas, the Titan god of strength, was the Greek
goddess Nike's slave. Now, he is her master. And
soon these sworn enemies destined to destroy one
another will be forced to risk everything for a chance
at love…. "One of the premier authors of paranormal
romance." - New York Times bestselling author
Kresley Cole Discover how the Lords of the
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Underworld series began in The Darkest Night, and
look for the latest installment of the series, The
Darkest Seduction, available now.
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA
TODAY bestselling author Michelle Reid, now
available for the first time in e-book! A marriage in
crisis… “I never meant to do it… she was just there
when I needed someone…” Rachel and Daniel had
three adorable children and a strong marriage—or so
Rachel had always believed. But her happy life was
shattered when she was told that Daniel had been
having an affair. Then she realized that they’d been
growing apart for years. Rachel wants so much to
save her marriage—but is it too late? Can she ever
forgive Daniel, if he has committed the ultimate
betrayal? Originally published in 1995
She's a woman running away from her grief and he's
a man who's lost all faith in a good life. Is their
arranged marriage enough to heal their deep and
lonely wounds? After the civil war, Angelina lost
everything. She is now trapped in the nightmares of
her parent's tragic death, struggling to find peace.
Determined to overcome her trauma and take life
into her own hands, she decides to become a mailorder bride and follow a new path. How could she
defeat her fears and come to terms with the uptight
rancher who is meant to be her husband? Ethan is
the Sherriff of the town. With a body full of scars
from the war, Ethan believes that no one will ever
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love him because of this. His foreman persuades
him to find a bride to help him around the ranch. The
instant connection with Angelina makes his heart
warm up again, but he is too afraid to open up. How
can Ethan let go of his fears and reveal his true love
to Angelina? Marriage isn't an easy business
especially when you carry your fears with you. Will
Angelina and Ethan find each other's needs and cure
them when the world around them wants them
apart? ????? "Two Scared Souls Finding
Redemption" is a new emotional historical western
romance book. If you like a selfless strong heroine,
who speaks her mind and left so much behind to
venture into the vast unknown frontier, then you'll
adore Lydia Olson's sweet book.Buy it now to
discover Angelina's romantic and empowering story
in the Old West! Thank you! Get this Book FREE
With Kindle Unlimited!
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Mary
Balogh's The Secret Mistress. New York Times
bestselling author Mary Balogh returns to the
seductive world she knows so well–Regency
England–in a new novel filled with her trademark wit,
sensuality, and breathtaking storytelling. With this,
the first in a dazzling new quartet of novels, Balogh
invites us into a special world–a select academy for
young ladies– a world of innocence and temptation.
Drawing us into the lives of four women, teachers at
Miss Martin’s School for Girls, Balogh introduces
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this novel’s marvelous heroine: music teacher
Frances Allard–and the man who seduces her with a
passion no woman could possibly forget.… They
meet in a ferocious snowstorm. She is a young
teacher with a secret past. He is the cool, blackcaped stranger who unexpectedly comes to her
rescue. Between these two unlikely strangers, desire
is instantaneous…and utterly impossible to resist.
Stranded together in a rustic country inn, Lucius
Marshall, who is the Viscount Sinclair, and Frances
Allard share a night of glorious, unforgettable
passion. But Frances knows her place–and it is far
from the privileged world of the sensual aristocrat.
Due to begin her teaching position at Miss Martin’s
School in Bath, Frances must try to forget that one
extraordinary night–and the man who touched her
with such exquisite tenderness and abandon. But
Frances cannot hide forever. And when fate once
again throws them together, Lucius refuses to take
no for an answer. If Frances will not be his wife, he
will make her his mistress. So begins an odyssey
fraught with intrigue, one that defies propriety and
shocks the straitlaced ton. For Lucius’s passionate,
single-minded pursuit is about to force Frances to
give up all her secrets–except one–to win the heart
of the man she already loves. Once again this
incomparable storyteller captures a time and a place
like no other. And in Lucius and Frances, Mary
Balogh gives us her most unlikely lovers yet–a
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nobleman in search of the perfect wife and an
unconventional woman willing to risk everything for
an unforgettable love.
After fraudulent spiritual medium Violet Bastien flees
England, Daniel Mackenzie, a rogue from a
scandalous family, is determined to find the woman
who touched his heart. Original. 100,000 first
printing.
Wildcat shifter Eric Warden, the leader of his pack,
finds his protective side taking over when he meets
Iona Duncan, a half-Shifter wildcat who hasn't
acknowledged her true nature or mating hunger,
which could kill her. Original.
Bound by the demon of Doubt, Sabin unintentionally
destroys even the most confident of lovers. So the
immortal warrior spends his time on the battlefield
instead of the bedroom, victory his only concern…
until he meets Gwendolyn the Timid. One taste of
the beautiful redhead, and he craves more. Gwen,
an immortal herself, always thought she'd fall for a
kind human who wouldn't rouse her darker side. But
when Sabin frees her from prison, battling their
enemies for the claim to Pandora's box turns out to
be nothing compared to the battle Sabin and Gwen
will wage against love….
Forget the day’s problems and dive into this
delectable set of seven stories by award-winning and
bestselling authors. Season your sweet romances
with a sprinkle of suspense, a cup of humor, and just
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the right amount of ‘aww’ factor to keep you reading
through the night. SWEET ROMANTIC NIGHTS,
another great set from THE AUTHORS’
BILLBOARD. (A Limited Release Boxed Set)
Rachelle Ayala – Christmas Lovebirds: Can two little
lovebirds and Christmas cheer open Melisa’s heart
to giving Rob another chance? Dani Haviland –
LOST: The Time Travel Romance That Started It All:
LOST: the epic time travel romance and the story of
how it changed lives in the 21st century. Susan Jean
Ricci – A Sweet Snafu: There’s never a dull moment
with these two characters from Dinosaurs and
Cherry Stems. Nancy Radke – Christmas on Cougar
Mountain: Was this woman scamming him, or was
she the lifeline he needed? Stacy Eaton – Tangled in
Tinsel: When an unexpected visitor shows up at
Casey’s house a few days before Christmas, her
future and past collide. J.L. Campbell - Cupid’s Gift:
Two single parents have their lives turned inside out
by the antics of a four-footed ball of fluff named
Maddox. Denise Devine – Run from the Night: A
strange encounter on a country trail, a body bag and
a relentless stalker--Julie Stark was in the wrong
place at the wrong time and now she’s running for
her life.
When she meets police officer Adam Steele, reporter
and single mother Raven McCloud, determined to
keep him at arm's length, finds herself falling for this
special man who vows to keep her safe from harm
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when her life is threatened. Original.
He was once a captive, but his urges were never
caged. Now he’ll release them on a beautiful
stranger whose own secret desires are longing to be
sated… He doesn’t have a name. He doesn’t have a
clan. The humans who held him prisoner for forty
years have taken them away. He knew nothing but
captivity until nearly a year ago, when he was
released into the light. Now Tiger lives in the Austin
Shiftertown, where he struggles to belong and
searches for an identity. Carly Randal thinks her
fabulous life is complete—until her car breaks down
on the side of the road, and a wild-looking Shifter is
the only one to help her. Tiger takes one look at
Carly and knows instantly—she will be his mate. As
Carly is drawn into his Shifter world, she risks
everything she has for that forbidden something she
still wants: passionate love.
Back then, I had it all. Wicked fastball. Killer instinct.
Cocky grin. Full package. (And believe me, I knew
how to score.)My senior year, I was a first round
draft pick with a two-million-dollar signing bonus.
Before I could even legally buy myself a beer, I
made my Major League debut. Point is, I was
invincible.Until one day I wasn't.After tanking my
career-during the World Series, no less-the last thing
I want to do is return to my hometown, where every
jerk in a ball cap has an opinion about what went
wrong with my arm. So when my sister drags me
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back to town for her wedding, I vow to get in and out
of there as quickly as possible. Then I run into April
Sawyer.In high school we were just friends, but I'd
always wanted her, and I'd never forgotten her-the
red hair, the incredible smile, the crazy, reckless
thing we did in the back of my truck the night we said
goodbye. It's been eighteen years, but one look at
her and I feel like my old self again. I can still make
her laugh, she can still take me down a notch, and
when the chemistry between us explodes, it's even
hotter this time around-and I don't want it to end.But
just when I think I'm ready to let go of the past and
get back in the game, life throws me a curveball I
never saw coming.
What does it mean to have a Passion for Dead
Leaves? It means to love what is old. To love what is
past. To love what is dead. But it can mean more
than that. It can mean to resent the new. To fear the
future. To believe that change is bad. It can mean to
oppose all change. To oppose developments that
change old environments. To oppose fashions that
change old traditions. To oppose new ideas that
change old values. To believe that old was good and
new is bad. But is that right or wrong? Change can
be for the worse. New developments can destroy
what was worth keeping. New fashions can destroy
good traditions. New ideas can be dangerous or
stupid. Guido Broccoli and Marcel Donkova believe
in the new. They have no Passion for Dead Leaves.
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Scylla Daer and Gudrun Donkova believe in the old.
They do have a Passion for Dead Leaves. Do you
have a Passion for Dead Leaves? Read PASSION
FOR DEAD LEAVES, episode three of the
ENEMIES OF SOCIETY series by John David, and
decide. Would you be an Enemy of Society?
All her life, Ashlyn Darrow has been tormented by
voices from the past. To end the nightmare, she has
come to Budapest seeking help from men rumored
to have supernatural abilities, not knowing she'll be
swept into the arms of Maddox, their most
dangerous member—a man trapped in a hell of his
own. Neither can resist the instant hunger that calms
their torments…and ignites an irresistible passion. But
every heated touch and burning kiss will edge them
closer to destruction—and a soul-shattering test of
love….
When a single-dad TV executive hires Melody
Seabright--a flaky rich girl and rumored witch--as his
babysitter, she magically lands her own cooking
show...and makes sparks fly.
6 Heroes of Waterloo and the 6 Ladies They
AdoreFrom the Duchess of Richmond's ball in
Brussels to the Battle of Waterloo and beyond, join
these six unforgettable heroes as they journey back
from the physical and emotional trials of war and
discover the passion that thrills the body can also
heal the heart. Interlude with a Baron by Cerise
DeLand Emma wants only an interlude with the man
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she's adored for years. But Drayton Worth has spent
five years riddled with guilt for hurting her-and he's
determined to have more than a few nights in her
bed. The Captain's Heart by Suzanna Medeiros A
man who is determined to fulfill his duty at the
expense of his own happiness, a woman who wants
only one taste of true passion, and a case of
mistaken identity. Can Captain Edward Hathaway
and Grace Kent overcome the guilt that continues to
haunt them both and find true love? Love After
Waterloo by Suzi Love When Lady Melton and her
son, Daniel, are forced to join antagonistic Captain
Belling and the last group of wounded soldiers
evacuating from Waterloo to London, she expects
clashes with army deserters, both French and
British. What she doesn't anticipate is falling in love
with the Captain, nor how much their lives will
change. Dreaming of Waterloo by Lynne Connolly
Paul "Lucky" Sherstone daren't even let his wife too
close because of his headaches and the living
nightmares he can't dispel. Hetty hardly knows the
man who comes back from war, but one thing she
does know-she still wants him. For Love or Revenge
by Dominique Eastwick Captain Roarke Wooldridge
is about to find out that sometimes love does heal all
wounds. But when his need for revenge collides with
desires he never believed he would feel again, will
he be able to put aside the scars of Waterloo to
embrace his future? Tarnished Honor by Sabrina
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York Daniel Sinclair is a broken man with war
wounds that are physical and spiritual. He's weighed
down by grief and guilt and tormented by his
tarnished honor. When he meets Fia Lennox, a
beautiful and brave Highland lass in dire need of his
protection, he sees in her his chance for
redemption...or utter damnation. Because despite his
valiant attempts to resist her, he cannot. The
Incomparables limited edition box set includes 6
scorching romances that commemorate the 200th
anniversary of the June 18, 1815 Battle of Waterloo.
In the dark of night when most people rest, the
paranormal world comes alive.From small towns to
big cities, these mystical creatures co-exist and
interact with the human world. From shapeshifters to
gods, wolves to vampires, they live and love in the
shadows around us. When murder clashes with onenight stands and forbidden love, these enemies to
lovers, reincarnations of past lives, and wounded
heroes strive to find romance and balance in their
tangled existence.Dive into exciting and dangerous
supernatural worlds created by eight New York
Times and USA Today Bestselling authors and leave
your boring life behind. Tangled Paranormal Nights
is a Limited Edition Box Set.Includes these authors
and titles:Stacy Eaton: My Blood Runs BlueMichele
Hauf: Racing the MoonCalinda B: Storm ShiftPatricia
Rosemoor: Wolf MoonRebecca York: On EdgeMona
Risk: The Gods of Dark LoveKaty Walters: Fear the
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NightSusan Jean Ricci: Honeymoon in Coffinville
Wildcat Wisdom for the Big Blue Nation! For more
than a century, the University of Kentucky Wildcats
men's basketball team has built a winning tradition
that feeds the Big Blue Nation. The history of the
winningest program in college basketball is
peppered with unforgettable moments and
personalities. In Kentucky Passion, Del Duduit and
John Huang help fans reexperience some of the
most memorable seasons and shots and meet key
players and coaches. Readers will learn how they
too can rise to challenges and find success through
the inspiring stories from Wildcat history. Weekly
stories showcasing legendary coaches including
Adolph Rupp, Joe B. Hall, Rick Pitino, Tubby Smith,
and John Calipari, standout players including John
Wall, Kyle Macy, DeAndre Liggins, Goose Givens,
and Aaron Harrison, and indelible highs and lows
(yes, the BBN still hates Laettner) illustrate the value
of persistence, hard work, resiliency, teamwork, and
more. Kentucky Passion is for every citizen of the
Big Blue Nation and for every sports fan who
relishes well-deserved victories, moans at surprise
defeats, or wants to learn more about one of the
most storied teams in college sports.
The author recounts his life and the lessons he has
learned on family, love, intimacy, dreams, grief, and
purpose.
TO KISS A THIEF… Scottish barrister Sinclair
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McBride can face the most sinister criminals in
London—but the widower’s two unruly children are a
different matter. Little Caitlin and Andrew go through
a governess a week, sending the ladies fleeing in
tears. There is, however, one woman in town who
can hold her own. Roberta “Bertie” Frasier enters
Sinclair’s life by stealing his watch—and then stealing
a kiss. Intrigued by the handsome highlander, Bertie
winds up saving his children from a dangerous
situation and returning them to their father.
Impressed with how they listen to her, Sinclair asks
the lively beauty to be their governess, never
guessing that the uncoventional lady will teach him a
lesson or two in love.
Together but unbound, they must learn what it
means to love completely, in the latest novel from
the New York Times bestselling author of Wild Wolf.
To cement the leadership of his North Carolina
Shiftertown, Bowman O'Donnell agreed to a ?mating
of convenience.” Two powerful wolf shifters, he and
Kenzie keep the pack in order and are adored by all.
Bowman would do anything to protect Kenzie, for in
each other's arms they've found far more than
friendship. But as strong as their attachment is, they
still haven't formed the elusive mate bond?the
almost magical joining of true mates. Now with a
monster ravaging the countryside and threatening
the Shiftertown community, some in the pack fear
that a pair without a true mate bond isn't strong
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enough to lead. Bowman and Kenzie will have to rely
on their instinctive trust in one another to save their
Shifters?and the ensuing battle will either destroy
them or give them the chance to seize the love
they've always craved.
Forced to his knees in agony whenever he speaks
the truth, Gideon can recognize any lie—until he
captures Scarlet, a demon-possessed immortal who
claims to be his long-lost wife. He doesn't remember
the beautiful female, much less wedding—or
bedding—her. But he wants to…almost as much as he
wants her. But Scarlet is keeper of Nightmares, too
dangerous to roam free. A future with her might
mean ultimate ruin. Especially as Gideon's enemies
draw closer—and the truth threatens to destroy all
he's come to love….
Best known as the second president and primary
architect of Bryn Mawr College, M Carey Thomas
was also a leader in the women's suffrage
movement. This book captures the life and
personality of this influential woman, and details her
accomplishments as an educator and feminist and
her relationships with women, her racism, and her
anti-Semitism.
DIVDeals with central problem in modern Spanish
history-- why did civil war break out in 1936-- arguing
that cultural representations of earlier revolution
helped trigger the war through focus on social
tensions around religion and gender./div
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UNFORGETTABLE ROGUE, The Rogues Club Two Beauty
and the beast trade places. After being reported dead,
handsome as sin Bryceson Wakefield, Duke of Hawksworth,
returns home scarred and beaten by war, only to find his
hoyden of a wife blossomed into a beauty and set to wed
another. Can Beauty seduce her unforgettable Beast? Will
the beast ever consider himself worthy? UNMISTAKABLE
ROGUE, The Rogues Club Three Chastity Somers, who
"rescues" her young relatives from the workhouse, learns that
if a Barrington heir is not found in three months-and she
remains above reproach-she can have Sunnyledge for her
children's home. Reed Gilbride believes he's the Barrington
heir and can find proof at Sunnyledge. Chastity wants the
house. Reed wants the key to his past. They strike a bargain:
They'll work together to care for the children and search
proof. That way, she can't hide evidence, and he can't
manufacture any. A simple pact-that only one of them can winand a rocky, humorous, and sensual race to love. "An
Unmistakable Rogue brings to mind the best of Teresa
Medeiros or Loretta Chase. Funny ... Passionate ... Lyrical...."
-Eloisa James "A beautiful blend of humor, pathos, and
passion, with the added bonus of outstanding supporting
characters." -Reader to Reader "After An Undeniable Rogue,
I never expected to read such a wonderful story again. An
Unforgettable Rogue proved me wrong." -Huntress Reviews
"Never has a hero submitted to such sweet seduction while
remaining very much the man in charge." -The Romance
Readers Connection "Spicy sensuality is the hallmark of this
unforgettable story." -The Romance Readers Connection
'Knight In Shining Silver' Award for KISSable heroes.
"Bryceson 'Hawk' Wakefield is most definitely An
Unforgettable Rogue...." -Romantic Times Book Club Bio: A
New York Times best selling author for Penguin Books,
Annette Blair left her job as a Development Director and
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Journalism Advisor at a private New England prep school to
become a full time writer. At forty books and counting, she
added cozy mysteries and bewitching romantic comedies to
her award-winning historical romances. She also stepped into
the amazing world of self-publishing, and so far, she's
enjoying the ride. AWARDS FOR UNFORGETTABLE
ROGUE: A Booksellers Best Award Finalist A Laurel Wreath
Award Winner An Orange Rose Finalist An Aspen Gold
Finalist Blue Boa Award of Excellence Winner Romantic
Times K.I.S.S. Award, Knight In Shining Silver
When former playboy hockey star Jason Pickering Goddard
becomes the Director of Special Events at the Pickering
Foundation, a foster home for boys, he clashes with his new
coordinator, fiery witch Kira Fitzgerald, which ignites an
undeniable attraction between them that no spell can break.
Original.
From a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author:
Lifelong romantic Thaddeus Middleton is on the hunt for a
wife. He hopes to find a woman more attracted to him than to
money. Instead, he finds himself drawn to a spitfire who isn’t
interested in him at all! At least, that’s what she says when
she’s not kissing him beneath the stars... Miss Priscilla
Weatherby will inherit a fortune… provided she remains unwed
and scandal-free. Easy enough, until she meets a man more
dangerous than haughty lords and heartless rakes. Thad is a
sweet, sexy delight, whose passionate embrace will ruin
everything—including her! She’ll sacrifice anything for
independence. Even love… Meet the unforgettable men of
London's most notorious tavern, The Wicked Duke.
Seductively handsome, with charm and wit to spare, one
night with these rakes and rogues will never be enough...
Available for a LIMITED TIME: THRILLING SUSPENSEFUL
NIGHTS box collection! Enjoy these Romantic Suspense
Stories created by New York Times and USA Today
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Bestselling Authors from The Authors’ Billboard. Tensionbuilding drama and intense romance lead these focused and
professional characters on a quest to do the right thing or
enact their revenge. With death and destruction in the air,
these characters need to succeed, protect, or die trying.
Featuring: Mimi Barbour – Retaliation – She watches the mob
kill her twin & revenge claws at her sheltered existence until
she can’t breathe. She will avenge. USA Today and NY
Times Bestselling Author. Stacy Eaton – Love Torn: The
Twisted Love Series - A major part of love ‘em and leave
‘em Detective Kali “The Mann-Eater’s” past comes back to
haunt her just as she begins to open up. Will both her private
and professional life now be torn apart? USA Today
Bestselling Author Rachelle Ayala – Bad Boys for Hire: Ryker
– Terri calls Bad Boys for Hire to book a date for her birthday
party and gets caught in a motorcycle club vendetta. USA
Today Bestselling Author Taylor Lee – The Moscow Affair – A
dangerously elegant man and a beautiful feisty young woman
take on the evils of the international sex trade while exploring
a passionate world of their own. USA Today Bestselling
Author Nancy Radke (with Nolan Radke) – Height of Danger
– Can CIA operative Owen Putman protect the Texas
billionaire’s daughter if she won’t stay where he hides her, at
the top of a tree in the rainforest? USA Today Bestselling
Author
This glittering collection of Regency romances features
"Beauty and the Brute" by Virginia Henley, "How to Seduce a
Wife" by Kate Pearce, and "Not Quite a Courtesan" by
Maggie Robinson, in which sensible bluestocking Prudence
Thorn's thirst for adventure is quenched by worldly Darius
Shaw. Original.
Fog rolls into Tulsa, and with it comes Darkness. Zoey knows
something is up, and that the something involves Neferet, but
Neferet can't possibly be freed, right? Other Neferet and her
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companion, Lynette, arrive in Woodward Park to set this
world's Neferet free from her grotto prison, and discover there
may be those who sympathize with their cause. Meanwhile,
Other Kevin and Other Stark are hot on their trail, but how
can the new friends travel to this world without invoking Old
Magick and paying a costly, perhaps deadly, price? In Found,
the culmination of the House of Night Other World series, a
surprisingly talented fledgling, an immortal, and the unlikeliest
of allies will band together with Zoey and the Nerd Herd. Will
they be powerful enough to defeat her old nemesis, or will
two worlds be destroyed and claimed by Darkness? Find out
in the thrilling conclusion to the House of Night Other World
series!
Keeper of the demon of Secrets, Amun can manipulate the
darkest thoughts of anyone nearby. But when the immortal
warrior is chained and isolated to protect those he loves,
death is his only hope of release—until he meets Haidee, a
fellow prisoner whose beauty and hidden vulnerability draw
him into a reckless test of his loyalty…. Haidee is a demonassassin, raised to despise Amun's kind. Yet how can she
hate the man whose touch sets her aflame? But to save him,
she must give herself body and soul…and face the wrath of a
powerful adversary sworn to destroy her.
SO SIZZLING HOT, IT STEAMS!! What do you get when you
mix a little friends-to-lovers, opposites attract, love at first
sight, and small-town romance with a bit of medical drama,
rock-and-roll action, and spellbinding suspense? You get a
collection of STEAMY CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE reads
that will make you crave the affection and attention as your
own. A Limited Edition set from The Authors’ Billboard,
SEVEN Steamy Contemporary Romances that will leave you
a bit hot and bothered, begging for more! Grab a copy and
see if these New York Times and USA Today Bestselling
Authors have found your passion. Enjoy these authors and
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their titles: Stacy Eaton – Cured, Heal Me Series, Book 1:
Can Love Cure a broken Soul? Suzanne Jenkins –
Bittersweets: Terry Loves Alex: When Philadelphia lawyer
Terry Kovac falls in love with Alex Hawthorn, she’s ready to
give up everything, including her job. Callie Bardot – Crazy
Love: When Dante rediscovers his long lost love in a tiger’s
pen, the sharped-toothed cat will prove the least of his
worries. Taylor Lee – The Rio Affair: The Dangerous Affairs
Collection: The charming drug kingpin doesn’t realize the
sultry woman he’s hot for is the indomitable and lethal
undercover agent who’s come to Rio to take him down.
Leanne Banks – Millionaire Dad: When millionaire Joe
Caruthers rescues Marley Fuller in the snow, she rocks his
world. Can they find forever love with a baby on the way after
their passionate love affair? Rachelle Ayala – Intercepted by
Love, #1: Opposites attract as a small-town librarian tackles
the big city quarterback when their dogs tangle and stir up
trouble. Ari Thatcher – His Wedding Date: The chance for a
free weekend at a ski lodge gets complicated when hanging
out with her sexy coworker is part of the deal.
Is true love hidden in the moments we can't stop
remembering... or in those we choose to forget? There is
nothing like a high school reunion to bring the old times
flooding back... Old Passions... Handsome singer Loretta "
Rett" Jamison has built herself a successful career and a
repertoire filled with romantic ballads and hot jazz. But her
failing relationship with lover/manager Trisha York has left a
growing emptiness in her heart. Trisha seems to have found
what she needs in the arms of younger women. Can Rett find
it on the lips of the classmate who gave her the first real taste
of passion? Old Secrets... Former Head Cheerleader Cinny
Keilor is an All-American girl... with an all-consuming secret.
Still blond and beautiful, leggy Cinny is looking forward to
reliving those idyllic days of proms and pep rallies. But has
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she forgotten those steamy nights in the back seat of another
girl's car? Old Pain... National Science Award winner Dr.
Angelica Martinetta is being honored by the reunion
committee for her victories in the war against ovarian cancer.
But the former outsider had returned to face a different
challenge - can she win the heart of the one woman she has
pined for all these years?
Presents a history of the exploration of Africa between 1870
and 1914 by British and French explorers and argues that
these men transformed the imperial steeplechase of those
years into a powerful heroic moment.
She has tempted many men…but never found her equal. Until
now. Though she has lived for centuries, Anya, goddess of
anarchy, has never known pleasure. Until Lucien, the
incarnation of death—a warrior eternally doomed to take souls
to the hereafter. He draws her like no other. And Anya will risk
anything to have him. But when the merciless Lord of the
Underworld is ordered by the gods to claim Anya herself, their
uncontrollable attraction becomes an anguished pursuit. Now
they must defeat the unconquerable forces that control them,
before their thirst for one another demands a sacrifice of love
beyond imagining….
When he is ensorcelled by a fae and his leadership of his wolf
pack is threatened, lupine shifter Graham McNeil must defend
his authority in order to save Misty Granger, the human
woman he has grown to love, and foil a fae plot.
Reyes is a man possessed. Bound by the demon of pain, he
is forbidden to know pleasure. Yet he craves a mortal woman,
Danika Ford, more than breath and will do anything to claim
her—even defy the gods. Danika is on the run. For months
she's eluded the Lords of the Underworld, immortal warriors
who won't rest until she and her family have been destroyed.
But her dreams are haunted by Reyes, the warrior whose
searing touch she can't forget. Yet a future together could
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mean death to all they both hold dear….
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